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[1] This study uses a box model and a Lagrangian microphysical parcel model to
investigate the influences of radiative heating and cooling on the vapor diffusional growth
of liquid drops and ice crystals within mixed-phase clouds. Without radiative effects, the
combined influences of drop and ice vapor diffusion lead to slight supersaturations with
respect to liquid despite the rapid growth of ice. This allows drops grown on aerosol
particles with a critical radius of at least 2.5 mm to continue growing while drops grown on
smaller aerosols evaporate (if activation occurs) leading to a broader drop size distribution.
Longwave radiation allows drops with radii >10 mm to grow simultaneously with the
ice with some drops exceeding 25 mm in radius. Both the box model and the parcel model
suggest that longwave cooling reduces, whereas solar heating increases, glaciation
time-scales. Although the maximum possible reduction in the glaciation time-scale due to
longwave cooling is as much as 45%, the parcel model shows that reductions on the order
of 5 to 15% are more likely. Moreover, infrared cooling increases, and solar heating
decreases, the temperature at which the Bergeron process is a maximum. Model
simulations suggest the conclusion that radiative influences are most substantial for ice
concentrations between 5 and 50 ‘�1, precisely when the glaciation time-scale is on the
order of the in-cloud time-scale.
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1. Introduction

[2] Stratiform mixed-phase clouds occur throughout the
year at various locations around the globe. Mixed-phase
stratiform clouds are present year-round at mid-tropospheric
levels (altostratus and altocumulus, [e.g., Fleishauer et al.,
2002]) in the midlatitudes, and at mid and low-tropospheric
levels in the sub-Arctic and Arctic (Arctic stratus and
stratocumulus, [e.g., Curry et al., 1996; Intrieri et al.,
2002]). These clouds are interesting for a variety of reasons.
From a climate perspective, mid-level mixed-phase clouds
are important radiatively because their areal extent covers
22% of the globe [Fleishauer et al., 2002]. In the Arctic,
low-level mixed-phase clouds are ubiquitous throughout
much of the year [e.g., Curry et al., 1996], and consequently
may have important connections to climate feedbacks
[Francis et al., 2005]. However, current climate and even
regional models cannot accurately predict stratiform mixed-
phase cloud layers [e.g., Zhang et al., 2005; Prenni et al.,
2007].
[3] Despite the climatic importance, comparatively little

is known about the cloud physics of mixed-phase stratiform

clouds. As Larson et al. [2006] point out, far fewer papers
have been published on mid-level mixed-phase clouds than
for other cloud types. The same holds true for Arctic mixed-
phase clouds. Part of the reason is that relatively few obser-
vations exist on either mid-level, midlatitude [Fleishauer et
al., 2002] or Arctic mixed-phase clouds, though this is
changing for Arctic clouds (see Prenni et al. [2007] and the
discussions therein). With so few observations, it is perhaps
not surprising that a number of outstanding microphysical
issues exist. Even the basic macrophysical structure of these
clouds is not well known [Pinto, 1998; Hobbs and Rangno,
1998; Fleishauer et al., 2002; Larson et al., 2006; Falk and
Larson, 2007] and hence no generally accepted conceptual
model of them exists. Part of the problem with mixed-phase
clouds is that the ice phase itself is not well understood.
Because these clouds occur at temperatures ranging between
�5 and �35�C, ice nucleation is primarily heterogeneous
with the potential for secondary ice production. Despite
measurements of ice nucleating (IN) aerosols [e.g., Rogers
et al., 2001; Prenni et al., 2007], IN concentrations do not
always match measured ice concentrations which can be
much higher [e.g., Hobbs and Rangno, 1998; Cantrell and
Heymsfield, 2005].
[4] The uncertainty in nucleation feeds into the mainte-

nance and dissipation of mixed-phase clouds. Since ice
grows to large sizes at the expense of the liquid, mixed-
phase stratiform clouds can glaciate and then dissipate
relatively rapidly [e.g., Pinto, 1998; Larson et al., 2001,
2006; Korolev and Isaac, 2003]. Hence the continued
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existence of liquid despite the presence of significant ice
water mass in Arctic clouds is not well understood. Some
studies have pointed out that low ambient IN concentra-
tions, and IN removal by precipitation, can lead to increased
cloud longevity [e.g., Harrington et al., 1999; Jiang et al.,
2000; Morrison et al., 2005; Prenni et al., 2007]. Some of
these studies suggest that small (a factor of 2 or more)
increases in IN concentrations can cause a quasi-stable
mixed-phase cloud to dissipate. Alas, many of these mod-
eling studies could not reproduce measured ice concentra-
tions. Morrison et al. [2005] postulated that contact
nucleation may help close this gap, allowing for ice precip-
itation bursts and providing a self-regulating feedback that
allows the liquid to persist. More recently, Fridlind et al.
[2007] have shown that only by using evaporation nuclei
can both liquid persistence and high ice concentrations
occur concomitantly. Other authors have pointed out that
small crystal size [e.g., Rauber and Tokay, 1991] and strong
updrafts [e.g., Korolev and Isaac, 2003] may increase
mixed-phase lifetime.
[5] Mixed-phase cloud evolution depends strongly on the

rate of vapor uptake by the crystals, though this problem is
also fraught with difficulties. While at least one fairly
general model of ice vapor diffusion exists [Chen and
Lamb, 1994], this model is not easily amenable to use in
a full dynamic cloud model. Consequently bulk and bin
models rely on approximated forms of the vapor diffusion
equation for crystal habits [e.g., Ferrier, 1993; Harrington
et al., 1995; Walko et al., 2000] and it is unclear at present
how accurately such models capture the evolution of vapor-
grown ice.
[6] Mixed-phase cloud evolution also depends on the rate

of ice removal through sedimentation, which depends on the
ice terminal fall speed. These functions of size are not well
known except for simplified shapes [e.g., Mitchell, 1996;
Pruppacher and Klett, 1997], and the data are somewhat
limited. Moreover, mixed-phase cloud evolution also
depends on both ice-ice and ice-liquid collection processes,
which in turn depend on the terminal fall speed relations.
Ice-liquid collection could be very important for mixed-
phase cloud maintenance since this process should produce
more rapidly falling ice particles that are quickly removed
from the cloud layer. However, both the ice-ice, and ice-
liquid collection processes are quite uncertain with ice-ice
collection having the largest uncertainty (see Pruppacher
and Klett [1997], for a review).
[7] It should be clear that mixed-phase cloud longevity

and glaciation depend on: (1) How quickly ice crystals grow
from the vapor, and (2) how quickly ice crystals are
removed from the cloud layer. Unlike water drops, ice
crystals grow to relatively large sizes through vapor diffu-
sion alone. Hence anything that physically alters this growth
could influence the other processes listed above (e.g.,
sedimentation and collection). One physical process that
has not yet been explored is the radiative influences on the
simultaneous vapor growth of ice and liquid. Radiative
processes have been studied for the growth of liquid drops,
and it has been shown that the vapor growth rate for drops
with radii (rd) greater than 10 mm are modified by as much
as 20% [e.g., Marquis and Harrington, 2005]. These
influences can alter the collision-coalescence rates within
liquid clouds [e.g., Au al., 1995; Harrington et al.,

2000; Hartman and Harrington, 2005a, 2005b]. Moreover,
both Stephens [1983] and Wu et al. [2000] have shown that
radiative processes can cause large changes in ice crystal
growth rates within cirrus clouds. On the basis of these
results, it seems feasible that radiation might have important
consequences for ice crystal vapor growth, and consequent-
ly, for the Bergeron process. Therefore this paper is an
initial attempt to assess whether radiative processes have a
substantial influence on ice and liquid drop growth within
mixed-phase clouds.
[8] The remainder of the manuscript is organized in the

following way. Section 2 provides an overview of our
method for quantifying radiative impacts on crystal growth
and mixed-phase cloud longevity, including discussions of a
box and a Lagrangian parcel model. Section 3 demonstrates,
with use of the box model, the ramifications of radiative
processes on ice supersaturation and mixed-phase glaciation
time-scales. Section 4 provides results of the Lagrangian
parcel model and section 5 closes with a brief overview of
the most important results.

2. Numerical Methods

2.1. Overview

[9] The main goal of this paper is to quantify the
influence of radiation on the simultaneous growth of liquid
and ice particles and to describe how this may alter mixed-
phase cloud glaciation and microphysical characteristics.
However, the set of equations describing the growth of
water drops and ice crystals including radiation is not
amenable to analytical solutions. Since the numerical meth-
ods are computationally expensive we describe here two
simplified models for a mixed-phase cloud: a box model,
wherein a fixed number of ice crystals deplete a given
amount of liquid through depositional growth, and a La-
grangian microphysical parcel model. These methods have
significant limitations, the most important of which are: ice
crystals and drops cannot sediment nor can other particles or
gases mix in from the surroundings, all collection processes
are ignored, the dynamic motions are fixed, and the radia-
tive cooling cannot respond to any changes in the cloud
microstructure. However, the method also has significant
advantages. We can use detailed methods to compute the
evolution of the ice and liquid size spectra, and we can more
easily separate the radiative influences on the liquid and ice.
[10] In order to quantify the influences of radiation on ice

and liquid growth we require the computation of radiative
fluxes and a particular cloud type. We chose to examine the
radiative effects in Arctic mixed-phase stratus, though our
results should be common to all mixed-phase clouds, to
some degree.

2.2. Radiation in Idealized Mixed-Phase
Arctic Stratus

[11] To compute radiative fluxes we follow the method
used by Marquis and Harrington [2005], namely we use
a vertical profile through an idealized mixed-phase cloud
as input to the two-stream radiative transfer model of
Harrington and Olsson [2001]. The two-stream model
uses 12 infrared and 6 solar bands following Fu and Liou
[1992]. Ice crystal and water drop optical properties are
computed using Mie theory following the method of
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Harrington and Olsson [2001]. The atmospheric structure
is prescribed by the climatological Arctic sounding given
by McClatchy et al. [1972]. A quasi-adiabatic Arctic
stratus layer is created by lifting a parcel from a specified
cloud base of �700 m through a depth of �300 m. A
fraction of the condensed liquid is partitioned as ice water
content (IWC) and distributed equally throughout the
boundary layer as depicted in Figure 1a. This structure,
including ice water fraction, was chosen so as to mimic
observations and simulations of Arctic mixed-phase stra-
tus [e.g., Pinto, 1998; Harrington et al., 1999]. The
radiative model also requires drop and ice concentrations,
which were assumed to be 100 cm�3 and 1 ‘�1, respec-
tively, also to mimic typical Arctic conditions.
[12] Figure 1b provides an example of the radiative

heating rates computed with the two-stream radiation model
using 10 m vertical grid spacing, the water contents from
Figure 1a, and a solar zenith angle (q

�
) of 45�. This heating

rate profile is typical of liquid-dominated stratus: infrared,
or longwave (LW), cooling rates are a maximum near cloud
top (��8.5 K h�1) with a slight warming at cloud base.
Solar heating is far less substantial because of the relatively

high solar zenith angle. Fluxes responsible for these com-
puted heating and cooling rates are saved at 10 m vertical
increments and then used in the two microphysical models
discussed below. The cloud profile used here can be easily
changed so that the water contents match those used in the
microphysical models.
[13] Of course, computing the fluxes with a static, ideal-

ized, cloud layer necessarily fixes the radiative environment
of the crystals and drops. Although this is a limitation, as
the real radiative environment changes in time, these
calculations should suffice as a first-order approximation.

2.3. Box Model

[14] Perhaps the most basic process associated with
mixed-phase clouds is the growth of the ice at the expense
of liquid through vapor diffusion. It is well known that this
process is of substantial importance for mixed-phase cloud
lifetimes and precipitation production. Consequently, a
fundamental measure of the strength of the Bergeron
process is the time required for ice crystals of a given
concentration (Ni) to evaporate a specified initial liquid
water content (LWC). Korolev and Isaac [2003] define this
as the glaciation time-scale (tgl). Following Korolev and
Isaac [2003], we use a box model to calculate tgl that
includes the influences of the radiative fluxes computed by
the method discussed in section 2.2.
[15] A box model is a static (i.e., no vertical motions)

theoretical construct in which liquid and ice are confined to
a hypothetical box. The ice grows solely through vapor
diffusion as the liquid evaporates, all else being unchanged.
Despite being a large over-simplification of reality, a box
model not only allows us to examine the strength of the
radiative influences in the simplest possible numerical
environment, but it also provides an estimate to the effect
of radiative processes on glaciation. Hence if radiation
produces a minimal effect in the box model, no effect is
expected to be shown by more detailed studies.
[16] As in the work of Korolev and Isaac [2003], we use

a monodisperse population of ice crystals of a given
concentration (Ni). While Korolev and Isaac [2003] were
able to analytically integrate the vapor diffusion equation to
estimate tgl, the inclusion of radiation no longer allows this
because the radiative influences depend, in a nonlinear
manner, on diameter (Li). When radiative effects are included
[e.g., Roach, 1976; Stephens, 1978; Wu et al., 2000] the
vapor diffusion equation for ice becomes:

dmi

dt
¼ 4pcLiGi si � CiQi;rad

� �
; ð1Þ

where mi denotes the mass of ice, c is a ‘‘shape factor’’ of
the ice crystal (the capacitance of the crystal is cLi) and
depends on habit (0 < c � 0.5, with c = 0.5 for ice spheres),
and si is the ice supersaturation. The functions Gi and Ci are
given in the Appendix (equations (A2) and (A3), respec-
tively). The function Qi,rad is the net rate of radiative energy
gain or loss by the ice crystal, which is written following
Marquis and Harrington [2005],

Qi;rad ¼ AiEd Lið Þ; ð2Þ

Figure 1. (a) LWC (solid) and IWC (dashed) as a function
of height. (b) Computed shortwave (SW) and longwave
(LW) heating rates for Q� = 45� and the cloud layer in (a).
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where

Ed Lið Þ ¼
Z

Qi;abs Li;lð Þ 1

2
Fþ lð Þ þ F� lð Þ½ 	 � pB Ts;lð Þ

� �
dl:

ð3Þ

Here, Ai is the surface area of the crystal, Ed is the net
actinic flux for crystal diameter Li, Qi,abs is the crystal
absorption efficiency derived from Mie theory, F+ and F-

are the upwelling and downwelling radiative fluxes
respectively, and B(Ts, l) is the Planck Function evaluated
at the crystal temperature, Ts. The wavelength (l) integral is
computed over the bands of the two-stream radiation model
following Harrington et al. [2000]. A positive value of Ed

indicates a net radiative warming of the crystal, and
consequently reduced vapor growth. A negative value of
Ed indicates the opposite. For instance, for the radiative
profile in Figure 1b the LW cooling maximum at cloud top
would enhance growth whereas the SW heating would
suppress it.
[17] Radiatively modified glaciation times (tgl) are esti-

mated by numerical integration of equation (1). For sim-
plicity, we follow Korolev and Isaac [2003] and assume
spherical crystals. Although more advanced treatments,
such as that of Chen and Lamb [1994], exist, the additional
complexity is not warranted for the first-order estimates
presented here. Furthermore, the use of spheres provides a
connection to previous work [e.g., Korolev and Isaac, 2003]
as well as avoids uncertainties in computing optical prop-
erties for non-spherical crystals. The glaciation time-scale
(tgl) is computed by finding the final diameter of the
crystals (Lif ) after all of the LWC is converted to Ni ice
crystals with a bulk density of 920 kg m-3. Equation (1) is
then used to step forward from the assumed initial crystal
diameter (Li� = 10 mm) in very small size increments (DLi =
0.1 mm) to the final diameter (Lif ). The time required (Dti)
for the crystal to grow across each DLi size-range is stored
and so the glaciation time-scale is computed as [e.g., Lebo,
2007],

tgl �
X
i

Dti: ð4Þ

By requiring DLi to be 0.1 mm, Dt is necessarily small, and
therefore the errors in the calculation turn out to be small.
For instance, comparison tests with the Lagrangian micro-
physical model described below illustrate that this simple
numerical integration produces results that are accurate to
within 10% (see Lebo [2007], for further details). Tests also
show that tgl exhibits little sensitivity to the initial crystal
size due to rapid initial growth of the crystals. Because the
radiative fluxes depend strongly on the location of the
crystals within the cloud, the box model computations are
done at various vertical positions.

2.4. Lagrangian Microphysical Parcel Model

[18] While the box model provides an estimate of the
influence of radiation on glaciation time-scales, it does not
provide any information regarding the influences of radia-
tion on the evolution of the drop and ice crystal size
distributions. The box model also cannot account for the
influences of cloud-scal ions on ice and liquid growth.

In order to extend the box model results and to examine
more realistic cloud scenarios, a cloud parcel model was
developed that follows the droplet model of Feingold and
Chuang [2002]. A set of n-differential equations are solved
numerically using the Variable Order Differential Equation
(VODE) software package [Brown et al., 1989]. This set
consists of one equation each for liquid supersaturation
(equation (A16)), conservation of mass (equation (A13)),
conservation of energy (equation (A21)), and ambient pres-
sure (equation (A20)). The set also includes nd equations
for the radius of the liquid drops in each bin (equation (A6)),
ni equations for the radius of the ice crystals in each
bin (equation (A1)), and a vertical velocity (w) equation
(equation (A22)). All equations and variables are described in
detail in the Appendix. Air density is diagnosed from the
temperature (T) and pressure (P). The growth equations for
liquid drops include curvature, solute, and radiative effects
following Marquis and Harrington [2005], and ice crystals
include the radiative effect following Wu et al. [2000].
Because Mie theory is computationally costly, values of the
absorption efficiency Qi,abs are pre-computed and then inter-
polated to the appropriate size following Harrington and
Olsson [2001].
[19] The parcel model is initialized with a pressure,

temperature, relative humidity (RH), and a prescribed ver-
tical velocity profile (see section 4). The parcel contains
lognormally distributed ammonium bi-sulfate particles (see
section 4) above the deliquescence point following Feingold
and Chuang [2002]. Because the microphysical model is
Lagrangian, each aerosol particle is tracked as it grows. As a
consequence, drop activation occurs more accurately than
assuming equilibrium (Köhler) processes [e.g., Chuang et
al., 1997]. Ice crystal nucleation occurs instantaneously in
the model with the initiated ice conforming to a gamma
distribution with v = 4 [Walko et al., 1995], mean crystal
diameter (Li) of 10 mm, and ice bulk density of 920 kg m�3,
for a specified ice concentration (Ni). Specifying Ni and
the distribution avoids the uncertainty associated with
heterogeneous nucleation mechanisms [see Cantrell and
Heymsfield, 2005]. Moreover, this method is advantageous
because Ni can be held at a constant value. As by Korolev
and Isaac [2003] collection processes are not included
since the focus is on vapor growth. These assumptions
allow us to isolate the radiative effects on vapor diffusional
growth. Finally, radiative fluxes from the two-stream
computations are interpolated to the parcel location and
used in the growth equations.

3. Box Model Results

3.1. Radiative Effects on Equilibrium Ice
Supersaturation

[20] Classically, an ice crystal is at equilibrium with the
surrounding vapor field when the ice supersaturation is zero.
However, this is not the case when a crystal is radiatively
warmed or cooled. Hence it is instructive to examine how
radiation effectively alters the equilibrium state of the ice
crystals within a mixed-phase cloud. This examination
provides insight and an interpretive framework for the
glaciation results discussed later in this section.
[21] From equation (1) it is clear that the quantity si �

CiQi,rad = si,rad, which we define as the radiative ice
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supersaturation, controls whether ice crystals grow or
sublimate. Of course, when si = CiQi,rad equilibrium is
reached. In order to examine si,rad, it is computed for the
cloud layer and heating rates shown in Figure 1. The cloud
top temperature is approximately �15�C and we assume
liquid saturation for the entire layer.
[22] A first analysis of Figure 1b suggests that the

radiative influence on si,rad is relatively simple: we expect
net radiative cooling (heating) to always increase (decrease)
si,rad, respectively. However, this expectation is not true at
cloud top. To see this, consider Figure 2a which shows how
Ed (equation (3)) varies at cloud top as a function of crystal
diameter (Li). When LW radiation alone is considered, Ed

decreases rapidly and then asymptotes to a constant value at
approximately Li = 30 mm. However, Ed for SW radiation
increases much more slowly with Li at small sizes (Li <
100 mm) and does not asymptote for the crystal diameters
shown. The net effect (LW + SW in Figure 2a) is that
smaller crystals experience a net cooling whereas larger
crystals (Li
 400 mm) experience a net warming. Physically,
this results from the fact that the absorption efficiency (Qi,abs)

rapidly approaches 1 as the diameter increases for LW
radiation whereas the increase is much slower for SW
radiation [Marquis and Harrington, 2005].
[23] The net SW and LW effect on Ed is reflected in the

radiative ice supersaturation (si,rad, Figure 2b): LW cooling
alone causes si,rad to increase with size, whereas SW heating
alone causes the opposite effect. (equations (1)–(3)). Be-
cause the overall radiative cooling (and heating) of a crystal
depends on area and Ed (equation (2)), si,rad continues to
increase (decrease) with size for LW cooling (SW heating).
When both SWand LWeffects are included, crystals smaller
than Li � 400 mm experience radiatively increased si,rad
whereas larger crystals experience reduced si,rad. These
results are similar to those of Hartman and Harrington
[2005a, 2005b] and Marquis and Harrington [2005] for
liquid drops.
[24] Below the cloud top region, SW heating dominates

the radiative budget of the cloud (Figure 1b), and conse-
quently the influences on si,rad (Figure 3). At cloud top, the
influences of LW cooling are evident because si,rad
decreases from 975 m to 1000 m (i.e., the contours bend
toward the right). Though Figure 2b shows that LW cooling
causes an increase in si,rad at cloud top for intermediate
sized (30 to 400 mm) crystals, this is not evident in Figure 3
due to the scale of the contours. Throughout the remainder
of the cloud layer, net SW heating results in a reduction of
si,rad and therefore suppressed ice crystal growth. The
effects of solar heating on si,rad maximize just below cloud
top in the region between 900 m and 975 m and decrease as
cloud base is approached. As one might expect, these
features reflect the SW heating profile (Figure 1b). At a
given cloud height, si,rad decreases as crystal diameter
increases since SW absorption increases with crystal size
(Figure 2). Eventually, a size is reached (zero contour in
Figure 3) where SW absorption causes si,rad to become
negative, indicating that crystals will sublimate. The size
that divides the regions of SW-influenced growth from
sublimation increases toward cloud base concomitantly with
the reduction in SW heating (Figure 1b).
[25] The above discussion suggests that LW cooling

should broaden the size spectrum whereas SW heating
should narrow it. The narrowing might be greatest at cloud
top where crystals smaller than 400 mm experience LW-
enhanced growth whereas larger crystals experience in-
creasingly suppressed growth. This narrowing influence
has been demonstrated for water drops by Hartman and
Harrington [2005a] and could be more important for
crystals given that they readily grow large by vapor diffu-
sion whereas water drops do not. It is important to keep in
mind that SW heating impacts si,rad despite the fact that the
solar zenith angle is relatively high (45�).

3.2. Radiative Influences on the Glaciation
Time-scale

[26] On the basis of the results of the previous subsec-
tion, the influence of radiation on the glaciation time-scale
(tgl) is examined for the following cloud locations: cloud
top, the cloud interior (75 m below cloud top, hereafter
referred to as ‘‘mid-cloud’’), and cloud base. These loca-
tions were selected because, together, they represent the
radiative environment of a cloud: cloud top has the
strongest LW cooling, mid-cloud is dominated by strong

Figure 2. (a) Net actinic flux, Ed(Li) and (b) radiative
supersaturation (si,rad = si � CiQi,rad) for LW only (solid),
SW only (dotted), and LW + SW radiation (dashed) is
shown for ice crystals with a solar zenith angle (Q�) of 45�
at cloud top. The thin horizontal line represents si,rad = si at
liquid saturation and without radiation.
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SW heating, and cloud base is warmed by relatively weak
LW and SW heating. As in the previous section, the fluxes
derive from Figure 1. Computation of tgl (see section 2)
requires an initial LWC and ice concentration (Ni). We use
a LWC of 0.1 g m�3 and ice concentrations (Ni) that range
from 10�1 ‘�1 to 104 ‘�1. This information is used to
compute the final size of the crystal and tgl (equation (4)).
The computation also requires cloud characteristics, such as
the temperature (T from 0 to�40�C), pressure (P= 900 hPa),
and ice supersaturation (si, here assumed liquid saturated).
These remain constant throughout the integration.
[27] Because the ice and liquid remain at a given height

until all of the liquid has evaporated, the results of the box
model are a consequence solely of the balance of SW and
LW radiative heating and cooling at that cloud level.
[28] The variation of tgl with T, Ni, and cloud location are

shown in Figure 4. The results without radiation are
consistent with the previous work of Korolev and Isaac
[2003]; namely, tgl is shortest around T = �15�C and
increases both toward lower and higher temperatures. As
expected, glaciation maximizes near the T (�15�C) where
es�ei maximizes [Pruppacher and Klett, 1997]. As T
approaches 0, tgl goes to infinity because ice and liquid
are in equilibrium at the triple point. Furthermore, the
crystal concentration has a strong impact on tgl. Smaller
ice concentrations result in less vapor uptake, more slowly
evaporating drops, and longer glaciation times.
[29] Radiation, however, alters the tgl curves substantially.

In general, LW cooling enhances ice growth and so reduces
tgl whereas SW heating suppresses ice growth and so
increases tgl (Figures 4a and 4c). The largest radiative
influence occurs at low ice concentrations, specifically for
Ni < 100 ‘-1 where relative changes in vapor growth can
range up to 50 to 75% (Figure 4b). This result is due to the
fact that smaller ice trations yield larger crystal

diameters, and hence a stronger radiative effect (Figure 2).
Furthermore, radiation alters the temperature of the ice
crystals [e.g., Conant et al., 2002; Marquis and Harrington,
2005], with LW cooling reducing and SW heating increasing
the crystal temperature. Without radiation, thermal diffusion
is the only way by which a crystal can cool during growth.
However, LW cooling, for instance, enhances the thermal
energy loss allowing for increased growth at higher temper-
atures. As a consequence, the curves in Figure 4a are shifted
to a higher T under the influence of LW cooling. The
opposite effect occurs for SW heating.
[30] Figures 4a and 4b also show that radiative influences

on tgl tend to increase as T increases, and are relatively
weak at low temperatures (T < �30�C). At low temper-
atures, vapor pressures, and the difference between ei and es
are small such that radiatively induced changes in ice crystal
temperatures will do little to alter vapor growth. In fact,
changes in tgl due to radiation are typically less than 10%
(Figures 4b, 4d, and 4e) at these temperatures. As the
temperature approaches 0�C, the relative change in vapor
growth due to radiation increases (Figures 4b, 4d, and 4e)
reaching values of at least 5% (LW cooling) to 75% (SW
heating). This is due to the fact that ei approaches es as T
approaches 0�C. Consider, for instance, a crystal at 0�C
which is in equilibrium with the liquid phase when radiative
processes are ignored. Longwave radiative cooling reduces
the temperature of the ice crystal which reduces ei at the
crystal surface and hence causes vapor growth. The same
effect occurs for solar heating, but with the opposite sign. In
fact, when SW heating is considered, crystal temperatures
can exceed 0�C which should lead to crystal melting,
though this effect is not included here.
[31] The above results depend greatly on the location of

the ice and liquid within the cloud. Because LW cooling
occurs within the upper 50 m of the cloud, reduced glaciation

Figure 3. The radiative supersaturation (si,rad = si � CiQi,rad, shaded, percent) as a function of height
from cloud base to cloud top plotted against the crystal’s diameter. Water saturation is assumed (si �
0.168) and LWand SW (q� = 45�) radiative effects are included. Cloud top temperature is approximately -
15�C.
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times are only experienced in this region (Figures 4a and 4b).
When SW heating is included and ice concentrations are low
(Ni < 100 ‘�1), SW heating can completely offset the
effects of cloud top LW cooling and even lead to increased
glaciation times (Figure 4a). Throughout the lower por-
tions of the cloud, SW heating dominates the radiative
processes causing a suppression of the Bergeron process.
Indeed, at mid-cloud w SW heating maximizes, tgl is

shifted to longer times (Figure 4c) with the effects being
strongest at low concentrations (Ni � 10 ‘�1). Since both
SW and LW heating are weak at cloud base, the radiative
influences on tgl are minimal here. However, the effects
could be substantial for altostratus which have relatively
strong cloud base LW heating [e.g., Larson et al., 2006]. It
should be noted that all of these results are for a relatively

Figure 4. The influences of radiation on glaciation at cloud top (a, b), mid-cloud (c, d), and cloud base
(e, f). Panels a, c, e, show the effects of SW (dot-dot-dash), LW (dashed), and LW + SW (dotted)
radiation on tgl as compared to no radiation (solid). Panels b, d, f show the relative differences in tgl with
LW (dashed) and LW + SW (dotted) radiation for Ni = 1 l�1 (unmarked) and Ni = 0.1 ‘�1 (circles).
Positive value indicate increases in tgl. Note the change of scale for (e) and (f).
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high solar zenith angle (Q� = 45�), indicating that SW
effects could be important even in the Arctic.

4. Parcel Model Results

[32] The results of the prior section considered drops and
ice crystals that are confined to a specific cloud location.
Hence these results provide an upper estimate for the
influence of radiation on glaciation at each vertical level
in the cloud. In this section, we relax the static assumption
by employing the Lagrangian microphysical parcel model
(see section 2). Doing so allows for variable in-cloud time-
scales and both liquid and ice supersaturations that evolve
with the ice and liquid size spectra. Indeed, Hartman and
Harrington [2005a, 2005b] suggest that parcel vertical
motion (w), in-cloud residence time (tc), and cloud top
residence time (tr) are important dynamic variables control-
ling hydrometeor vapor growth in a radiative environment.
[33] In this section we also examine the influences of

radiation on the characteristics of the drop and ice size
spectra. The Lagrangian microphysical model is ideally
suited for this task as no a priori assumptions are made
about the shape of the drop and ice crystal spectra (see
section 2).
[34] The model is initialized with the following condi-

tions: z� = 0 m, RH = 80%, P = 1000 mb, T� = �5�C, rg =
0.5 � 10�4 cm, sg = 1.8, ni = 200 bins, and nd = 200
bins, where z� is the initial altitude, RH is the initial
relative humidity, and rg is the geometric mean radius
and sg is the geometric standard deviation of the CCN size
distribution at the specified RH. The total CCN concen-
tration (NCCN) is set to either 100 cm�3 or 1000 cm�3, and
each CCN is grown individually so that nucleation is not
artificially determined. In all of the following simulations,
diagnostic calculations of drop concentration and LWC

consider only drops with rd 
 1.5 mm. Sedimentation is
ignored in all simulations, as is typical in parcel model
simulations, and collection is ignored as well. Of course,
sedimentation and collection would add other degrees of
freedom to these results, but this added complexity is left
for future studies.

4.1. Vertical Velocity Profile

[35] Vertical motions (w) in real clouds are distributed
over a broad range of values. For instance, the mixed-phase
cloud simulations of Harrington et al. [1999] show that
although regions of relatively strong vertical velocity (w 

50 cm s�1) exist, these are confined to a relatively small
portion of the cloud with most vertical motions being
weaker. Therefore we use three profiles of vertical motion
(Figure 5) that characterize the range of w derived from
Harrington et al. [1999]. The profiles attain their maximum
value slightly above cloud base with values of approximately
25, 45, and 90 cm s�1. Ice crystals are instantaneously
activated �70 m above the liquid cloud base. This height
was chosen so that some liquid is allowed to form first, and
corresponds with some observations [e.g., Hobbs and
Rangno, 1998] that suggest that updrafts may be initially,
or totally, ice free. Nevertheless, starting ice growth earlier
has little effect on the conclusions because parcels are
advected rapidly over the 70 m region.
[36] The path of the parcel trajectory is defined in the

following way. The parcel rises to cloud top following the
w in Figure 5, the parcel remains at cloud top for a specified
time (tr), and finally the parcel descends back to cloud base
in a downdraft that is symmetric with respect to the updraft.
In other words, the w-profile for the downdraft is the
negative of Figure 5. The cloud top residence time, tr, is
chosen to be 15 min, which is typical of simulated low-level

Figure 5. Shown are the vertical velocity profiles used in the Lagrangian parcel model. Each curve uses a
different wmax, indicated by the vertical dotted lines (25 cm s�1 (solid), 45 cm s�1 (dotted), and 90 cm s�1

(dashed)). The thin solid horizontal line denotes the height where the ice distribution is activated with liquid
forming just below this level.
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stratus clouds [e.g., Hartman and Harrington, 2005b] and
Arctic stratus [Harrington et al., 2000].

4.2. Base Case Results

[37] To begin our parcel studies, we chose mid-range
values of the above parameters that are typical of simulated
Arctic clouds [Harrington et al., 1999]: Ni = 1 ‘�1, NCCN =
100 cm�3, wmax = 45 cm s�1, and tr = 15 min. The initial
relative humidity (RH�) is set to 80%, and the parcel starts at
ground level. These conditions result in an in-cloud resi-
dence time (tc) of approximately 85 min. We refer to this
simulation as our, ‘‘base case,’’ and use it as a basis of
comparison for all subsequent simulations.
[38] The results from the parcel model, given these

conditions, are illustrated in Figure 6, which shows how
the liquid supersaturation s, two selected drop sizes, and one
ice crystal size vary with time along the cloud trajectory.
The two selected drop sizes characterize the size spectrum
growth: a drop that forms on a smaller CCN (Köhler critical
radius, rc = 2.5 mm, and supersaturation 0.03%), which is
charateristic of the most numerous drops in the cloud, and a
drop that forms on a very large CCN (rc = 40.1 mm, and
supersaturation 0.002%). Without any radiative influences,
the evolution of the drops, ice, and s behave similarly to
previous results [e.g., Korolev and Isaac, 2003]. The liquid
supersaturation maximizes at cloud base due to the compe-
tition between supersaturation production and consumption
by vapor growth. A second, weaker, peak in s occurs above
this point and is due to the vertical velocity reaching wmax.
Above the second peak, s decreases to a quasi-equilibrium
state.
[39] Our results deviate from prior studies in that the

parcel also remains slightly supersaturated even along much
of cloud top. This allows drops that form on larger CCN to
continue growing simultaneously with the ice whereas the
more numerous drops that form on smaller CCN slowly
evaporate (Figures 6b and 6c). This result is due to the fact
that as the smaller drops evaporate, they must pass over the
maximum in their respective Köhler curves. Since the
critical supersaturation for these drops is relatively high
(between 0.03 and 0.4%), their evaporation keeps s above
zero. As a consequence, small drop evaporation is a source
of vapor for the growth of larger drops and the ice crystals.
Although it is difficult to discern the small drop evaporation
in the predicted size spectrum (Figure 7), it is relatively easy
to see that the larger end of the drop distribution has
continued to grow along cloud top. It is also worth noting
that the larger drop never reaches its critical radius of
40.1 mm despite the continued growth. This is due to the fact
that these large CCN have a very long growth time-scale and,
consequently, may not reach their critical size [e.g., Chuang
et al., 1997].
[40] In a similar fashion to the results of Hartman and

Harrington [2005a], including radiation has a substantial
impact on the liquid supersaturation and microphysical
growth (Figure 6). The nocturnal case (LW only) shows
that the radiatively increased growth rates rapidly deplete
the ambient vapor causing s to decrease to a minimum of -
0.34% at cloud top. The liquid supersaturation increases
again as the downdraft is entered, LW cooling decreases,
and drops rapidly evaporate.

Figure 6. The base case evolution of (a) liquid super-
saturation, (b) two drop sizes with critical radius (rc) of
2.5 mm and 40.1 mm, and (c) crystal size for one bin. In all
simulations, NCCN = 100 cm�3, tr = 15 min, and Ni = 1 ‘�1.
Lines indicate no radiation (solid), LW (dashed), and LW +
SW (dotted) cases.
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[41] Cloud top LW cooling causes an increase in ice
crystal growth (Figure 6c), and therefore more rapid evap-
oration of the smaller drops (rd < 10 mm) at cloud top.
However, moderately sized (rd � 10 mm) and larger drops
(Figure 6b) continue to grow despite the enhanced growth
of the ice. This is due to the fact that LW cooling is
substantial for drop growth once rd > 10 mm [Marquis
and Harrington, 2005]. The fact that smaller drops evapo-
rate rapidly whereas the larger drops can continue to grow
leads to broadening of the drop size spectrum at cloud top
(Figure 7).
[42] When SW heating is included the overall effects are

similar, though the magnitudes are reduced (Figure 6). Solar
heating causes a relatively small increase in s and a
reduction in drop and ice growth. Because most water drops
(rd = 10 � 25 mm) absorb SW radiation relatively weakly,
LW cooling still dominates [Marquis and Harrington, 2005]
allowing a net increase in drop growth (Figure 6b). How-
ever, SW heating completely offsets the LW cooling on ice
crystal growth as a result of the larger ice crystal sizes
(Figure 6c).

4.3. Influence of Ni and Cloud Time-Scales

[43] The results of the last section examined the radiative
influences for a single ice concentration (Ni = 1 ‘�1).
However, section 3 demonstrated that the glaciation time-
scale at a given temperature depends, primarily, on Ni.
Therefore in this section we explore the influence of Ni

on drop and ice crystal growth, and glaciation, in the parcel
model.
[44] Selected parcel model simulations using Ni of 1 (base

case), 10, and 100 ‘-1 a wn in Figure 8. The evolution

of the parcel liquid and ice water content (LWC and IWC,
respectively, Figures 8b and 8c) show that glaciation occurs
rapidly at high ice concentrations (Ni = 100 ‘�1) and not at
all at low ice concentrations (Ni = 1 ‘�1). Moreover,
glaciation is not sensitive to radiation at either high or
low ice concentrations. The high ice concentration result
matches those of the box model (Figure 4). The ice crystals
are so numerous that glaciation occurs rapidly (tgl is small),
and the crystals remain too small for radiation to apprecia-
bly affect the results.
[45] In contrast, the low concentration result does not

match section 3 which showed large changes in the glaci-
ation time due to radiation. The reason for this difference is
that at low ice concentrations a long time is required to
evaporate the liquid (tgl � 225 min, Figure 4). The parcel,
however, spends only tc � 85 min in cloud. Consequently,
even though the crystal sizes may become large enough for
radiation to influence their growth, the ice concentration is
too small for radiation to have a large impact on the LWC
over a parcel cycle.
[46] Radiation, however, does have a noticeable impact on

glaciation for the intermediate concentration (Ni = 10 ‘�1).
At this ice concentration, the box model results show that
glaciation without radiation should take �60 min (Figure 4),
which is similar to the in-cloud time-scale (tc � 85 min) and
so almost all of the LWC is converted to IWC by the end of
the parcel cycle (Figures 8b and 8c). In this situation, the ice
concentrations are large enough and the crystals are big
enough so that radiation can alter glaciation: note that LW
cooling causes a more rapid conversion of LWC to IWC.
Including SW heating, however, completely offsets this
effect.

Figure 7. The evolution of the drop size spectrum for the base case. Shown are the drop size spectra
when cloud top is reached (dotted) and when the downdraft is entered without radiation (solid) and with
LW radiation only (dashed).
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[47] It is worth noting that even though radiation has no
impact on glaciation for very low ice concentrations (Ni = 1
‘�1), it still has an impact on the relative sizes of the ice
crystals and water drops (base case, Figure 6). Consequently,
even though the overall LWC and IWC remain relatively
similar, radiation can cause changes in the liquid and ice size
spectra. This is also true at intermediate concentrations (Ni =
10 ‘�1) as (Figures 8a and 8d) show: water drop sizes and
liquid supersaturation (s) are impacted by radiation in a
similar manner to that of the base case. However, at high
concentrations (Ni = 100 ‘�1) ice growth occurs too rapidly
for radiation to have any noticeable impact on drop sizes or
on s (Figures 8a and 8d). Therefore we expect that radiation
will not alter the liquid and ice size spectra in any significant
way when ice concentrations are high.
[48] The results just discussed suggest that there exists an

optimum range of ice concentrations for which radiation
will have a quantifiable impact on glaciation. To examine this
possibility, we performed parcel simulations for Ni ranging
from 1 to 100 ‘�1 (referred to as the base concentration

case). The in-cloud time-scale is also varied by increasing
wmax to 90 cm s�1 and by reducing the cloud top residence
time (tr) to 5 min. The reduction in tr both shortens tc and
reduces the cloud top LW radiative effect. Because tgl is a
time-scale for glaciation in the static box model, we define a
new time-scale in this section: the parcel glaciation time-
scale (tpgl) is the time required for complete glaciation in
the parcel model. Figure 9 shows the relative change in tpgl
due to radiation. Because the data in these figures are
composites over many simulations, they have been
smoothed slightly with cubic splines for clarity.
[49] Consistent with the above results, radiative effects on

glaciation are weak at the low and high end of the ice
concentration range (Figure 9). However, over the ice
concentration range of 5 � Ni � 50 ‘�1 LW cooling has
its strongest impact with relative reductions in glaciation
time of 10 to 15%. The LW radiative impact is greatest at
Ni = 25 ‘�1 with a reduction in tpgl of almost 15%. When
SW heating is included, the relative change in glaciation
time remains small (�3%) over the entire ice concentration

Figure 8. The four panels illustrate the evolution of: (a) the liquid supersaturation (s), (b) the liquid
water content (LWC), (c) the ice water content (IWC), and (d) two selected drop bins (CCN with critical
radii of 2.5 mm and 40.1 mm). In all panels, ice concentrations are denoted with circles for 10 ‘�1 and
triangles for 100 ‘�1. Panels (b) and (c) also include the base case concentration (1 ‘�1) for comparison.
Simulations without radiation are solid, LW only are dashed, and LW + SW are dotted. In all simulations,
wmax = 45 cm s�1, NCCN = 100 cm�3, and tr = 15 min.
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range. In addition, at higher ice concentrations (>60 ‘�1),
glaciation is now slightly suppressed (�+3%) since glaci-
ation occurs primarily in the updraft (Figure 8) which is
heated by SW radiation. Overall, including SW heating
seems to negate any enhancement of glaciation by LW
cooling.
[50] Reducing the in-cloud time-scale by increasing the

vertical motion (wmax = 90 cm s�1) causes the maximum
influence of LW cooling to shift toward higher ice concen-
trations (Figure 9). This shift is due to two factors: first,
stronger updrafts and downdrafts decrease the time the
parcel spends within the cloud layer, hence limiting the
time ice crystals have to grow. Second, the stronger updrafts
also cause an increase in the source term in the liquid
supersaturation equation (equation (A16)), allowing for
longer co-existence of liquid and ice for a given Ni [e.g.,
Korolev and Isaac, 2003]. Changes in the cloud top
residence time (tr) primarily alter the exposure of the ice
crystals and water drops to strong LW cooling. By reducing
tr from 15 min to 5 min, which effectively covers the range
of tr derived from model simulations [Stevens et al., 1996;
Hartman and Harrington, 2005a, 2005b], the maximum
effect of cloud top LW cooling on tpgl is reduced from
almost 15% in the base concentration case to about 8%.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

[51] In an effort to understand the effects of radiative
fluxes on the growth of ice crystals within mixed-
phase stratiform clouds, we have modified the vapor
growth equation by including a term to account for radiative
heating and cooling of spherical crystals. We follow the
methods of Korolev and Isaac [2003] and formulate an
equation for the glaciati e-scale, tgl, which is the time

required for ice to deplete the available liquid by the
Bergeron process. The resulting equation for tgl must be
solved numerically. In addition to this approach, we con-
structed a Lagrangian mixed-phase growth model in which
we simultaneously solve the differential equations for the
growth of liquid and ice, liquid supersaturation, tempera-
ture, and pressure. Both methods are used in a simple box
model of a mixed-phase cloud in which only the liquid, ice,
and vapor amounts are allowed to change in time. No fluxes
of water mass into or out of the box are allowed. Radiative
fluxes are computed with a two-stream radiative transfer
model. Computations of tgl using the simplified numerical
method provide an estimate of the influences of radiation on
glaciation. The main box model results are summarized as
follows:
[52] 1. Cloud top LW cooling enhances the Bergeron

process decreasing tgl by up to 40% for ice concentrations
Ni � 10 ‘�1. Including SW warming can lengthen the
glaciation time by up to 75% for the smallest ice concen-
trations studied.
[53] 2. The strength of the radiative effect increases as Ni

decreases. This is due to the fact that the ice is, on average,
larger when Ni is smaller and larger particles are more
strongly influenced by radiative processes.
[54] 3. Radiation shifts the temperature at which the

Bergeron process maximizes. Cloud top LW cooling shifts
the maximum to higher temperatures whereas SW heating
shifts the maximum to lower temperatures.
[55] The use of a parcel model allows for the relaxation of

the static box model assumption and, therefore, more
realistic macroscopic growth time-scales. The parcel model
uses a Lagrangian mixed-phase microphysics model as well
as radiative fluxes derived from a two-stream model. The
parcel was initialized with data that were gleaned from prior

Figure 9. Relative difference in the parcel glaciation time-scale (100% � (tpgl,rad-tpgl,norad)/tpgl,norad)
for three different scenarios: The base concentration case (unmarked), the base concentration case with
wmax increased to 90 cm s�1 (circles), and the base case with tr reduced to 5 min (triangles). Dashed
lines denote LW radiation only and dotted lines denote LW + SW radiation. In all simulations NCCN =
100 cm�3.
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works on mixed-phase clouds. The results of the Lagrangian
parcel model are summarized as follows:
[56] 1. The parcel model demonstrates that large drops

continue to grow along with the ice crystals at the expense
of the smaller drops even when radiation is not included.
This simultaneous growth of large drops and ice crystals
results because as small drops evaporate, they must rise over
the maximum of their respective Köhler curves, which leads
to a slight liquid supersaturation. This effect requires that Ni

to be small (<10 ‘�1).
[57] 2. The addition of LW radiation enhances the previ-

ous conclusion such that the LWC and IWC increase
simultaneously within the cloud. Larger drops can grow to
radii in excess of 25 mm, which potentially could lead to the
initiation of collision-coalescence. This effect also requires
Ni be small (<10 ‘�1). Thus radiation decreases the lifetime
of small drops but increases the lifetime of the larger drops.
Including SW heating reduces the magnitude of the LW
effect.
[58] 3. In contrast to the box model results, the parcel

model shows that radiative influences on glaciation are the
most important for an intermediate range of ice concen-
trations (5 � Ni � 50 ‘�1). This result follows from the
consideration of two time-scales: the glaciation time-scale
(tgl) and the in-cloud time-scale (tc). At high ice concen-
trations, glaciation is so rapid (tgl << tc) that the ice quickly
depletes the liquid and so radiation has only a minor effect.
At low ice concentrations, the aggregate vapor growth of
the ice is too weak to glaciate the cloud (i.e., tgl  tc).
While radiation may affect substantially individual drops
and the drop size spectrum, the overall depletion of liquid
by ice is not strongly affected. Consequently, parcels with
ice concentrations (roughly 5 to 50 ‘�1) where tgl is on the
order of tc demonstrate the most substantial influences of
radiation on glaciation. The effect is strongest for LW
radiation alone with up to a 15% reduction in the time it
takes the parcel to glaciate. The inclusion of SW heating
tends to offset this effect such that only a minor (roughly
3%) change in the glaciation time occurs.
[59] The above points suggest that LW radiation may

have a significant impact on the glaciation of mixed-phase
clouds over ranges of ice concentrations that are typical of
mixed-phase clouds. From the above results, it appears that
LW cooling alone may speed-up the glaciation process
whereas SW heated clouds show a minimal impact of
radiation on glaciation. Though this is the case, our results
suggest that LW and SW radiation may still have an impact
on the size spectra of the drops and ice crystals. Our results
show that cloud top radiative cooling can cause water drops
to attain radii of �25 mm while an active Bergeron process
is occurring. This could impact the various collection
processes (drop-drop, drop-ice) because the collection effi-
ciencies tend to increase rapidly with drop size [e.g.,
Pruppacher and Klett, 1997]. Moreover, unlike water drops,
ice crystals can grow to precipitation sizes through vapor
diffusional growth alone. Hence any process that affects the
vapor growth of ice could have an impact on collection and
sedimentation. As was shown in section 3, radiation can
cause changes in the supersaturation, and consequently, the
ice growth rate of 20 to 100% for realistic crystal diameters
(100 to 2000 mm). Though this is the case, it is important to
keep in mind that ma xed-phase microphysical pro-

cesses are not well understood. In particular, the collection
efficiencies for drop-ice and ice-ice interactions, the termi-
nal fall speeds, and especially the mechanisms of heteroge-
neous ice nucleation are all uncertain at present. The
uncertainties in these processes may be more important
than the uncertainty generated by ignoring radiatively
modified growth.

Appendix A: Parcel Model Equations

[60] As noted in section 2, the parcel model was devel-
oped to examine the effect radiation has on the evolution of
the mixed-phase cloud microphysics. For this study, the
model was used with 200 bins for each water phase, though
this parameter can be changed. AVariable Order Differential
Equation (VODE) solver is employed to solve the set of
equations [Brown et al., 1989].
[61] The following is a detailed list of the equations used

in the parcel model. For spherical crystals, the equation for
the change in radius is

drij

dt
¼ cjGi

r2ijri
si � CijQi;radj

� �
j ¼ 1; . . . ; nið Þ ðA1Þ

in which the switch is made from crystal diameter (Li), used
in the simple solution method, to radius (rij), for computa-
tional purposes. Note the capacitance (cj) for each bin is a
function of the radial distance. For spherical crystals
however, it is simply rij. Furthermore, si is the super-
saturation over ice and the ice density is ri which is
assumed to be 920 kg m�3. The functions Gi, Cij

, and Qi,radj
are as follows:

Gi ¼
RvT

Dvei;s
þ ls

KTT

ls

RvT
� 1

	 
� ��1

; ðA2Þ

Cij ¼
1

4pcjrij

ls

RvT2KT

� 1

KTT

	 

; ðA3Þ

Qi;radj ¼ AijEd rij
� �

; ðA4Þ

where

Ed rij
� �

¼
Z

Qi;abs rij ;l
� � 1

2
Fþ lð Þ þ F� lð Þ½ 	 � pB T ;lð Þ

� �
dl:

ðA5Þ

Here Rv is the gas constant for water vapor,Dv is the diffusion
coefficient of water vapor in air as a function of both
temperature (T) and pressure (P), ei,s is the equilibrium vapor
pressure over ice, ls is the enthalpy (latent heat) of sublimation
assumed to be a constant 2.834 � 106 J kg�1 K�1, and KT is
the thermal conductivity of air as a function of temperature.
The rate of radiative energy absorption by an ice crystal
(Qi,radj

) is a function of the crystal’s surface area (Aij
) and the

radiative effect (Ed(rij)) which is in and of itself a function of
rij and depends on the crystal absorption efficiency (Qi,abs), the
upwelling and downwelling radiative fluxes (F+ and F�
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respectively), and the Planck Function (B(Ts, l)) which is
evaluated at the crystal temperature (Ts), and the wavelength
of radiation is (l). The subscript j is an integer denoting the
equations for each bin.
[62] The radial growth of the liquid drops is determined

by

drdk
dt

¼ Gd

rdkrl
su �

A

rdk
þ Bk

r3dk
� CkQradk

" #
k ¼ 1; . . . ; ndð Þ ðA6Þ

where rdk is the drop radius, su is the supersaturation over
liquid and liquid density is rl. The functions Gd, Ck, A, Bk,
and Qradk

are as follows:

Gd ¼
RvT

Dves
þ lv

KTT

lv

RvT
� 1

	 
� ��1

; ðA7Þ

Ck ¼
1

4prdk

lv

RvT2KT

� 1

KTT

	 

; ðA8Þ

A ¼ 2s
rlRvT

; ðA9Þ

Bk ¼
3imsk

4prl

Ml

Ms

; ðA10Þ

Qradk ¼ AdkEd rdkð Þ; ðA11Þ

where

Ed rdkð Þ ¼
Z

Qi;abs rdk ;lð Þ 1

2
Fþ lð Þ þ F� lð Þ½ 	 � pB T ;lð Þ

� �
dl:

ðA12Þ

Here, es is the equilibrium vapor pressure over liquid, lv is
the enthalpy (latent heat) of vaporization, and s is the
surface tension of water (assumed to be constant).
Furthermore, Bk is a function of the ionic dissociation
factor (i), solute mass (msk

) contained in the drop, molar
mass of liquid (Ml), and molar mass of solute (Ms). The
solute is assumed to be ammonium bi-sulfate and so Ms is
132.13 g mol�1 and i = 2. Note that equations (A11) and
(A12) are analogous to (A4) and (A5) where rij is replaced
by rdk. Again, the subscript k is an integer representing the
equation for the kth bin.
[63] Additionally, mass is conserved in the system

according to the constraint equation,

dqv

dt
þ dql

dt
þ dqi

dt
¼ 0 ðA13Þ

whereby the water vapor mixing ratio (qv) is initially
computed given the ambient conditions and then con-
strained by the variations in the liquid (ql) and ice (qi) water
mixing ratios. The changes are computed according to,

dqi

dt
¼

X
j

4pNij r
2
ij

ri
ra

drij

dt
ðA14Þ

and

dql

dt
¼

X
k

4pNdk r
2
dk

rl
ra

drdk
dt

ðA15Þ

in which Nij
and Ndk

are the concentrations ice and liquid,
respectively, in each bin (k) and ra is the air density. Here,
ra changes as a function of pressure and temperature. Note
that the sum of Ndk

is precisely NCCN, since here there is no
artificial distinction between drops and CCN.
[64] The liquid supersaturation equation is written, fol-

lowing Korolev and Isaac [2003], as

dSu

dt
¼ Su þ 1ð Þ F1w� F2

dql

dt
� F3

dqi

dt

� �
; ðA16Þ

where

F1 ¼
glv

cpRvT2
� g

RT
; ðA17Þ

F2 ¼
1

qv
þ l2v
cpRvT2

; ðA18Þ

and

F3 ¼
1

qv
þ lvls

cpRvT2
; ðA19Þ

in which g is gravity, cp is the specific heat capacity of
water, R is the gas constant for moist air, and w is the
vertical velocity. It is clear from equation (A16) that there
are three terms contributing to the change in liquid
supersaturation.
[65] The equations representing pressure (P) and temper-

ature (T) are

dP

dt
¼ �gPw

RT
ðA20Þ

dT

dt
¼ �gw

cp

� �
þ lv

1þ qvð Þcp

� �
dql

dt
þ ls

1þ qvð Þcp

� �
dqi

dt
þ 1

cpra

dF

dz

ðA21Þ

in which dF/dz is the flux divergence in the vertical
direction only. In equation (A21) we see four distinct terms.
The first accounts for adiabatic cooling the next two
quantify the effect of latent heat release and the last term
considers radiative heating and cooling of the parcel.
[66] Finally, the equation describing the vertical velocity

(w) profiles is

dz

dt
¼ w ¼ w� þ 103wmax

z� 250

250

	 
7

� exp
�7* z� 250ð Þ

50
ðA22Þ

where w� represents the initial w, here set to 2 cm s�1. This
updraft speed is maintained until the parcel reaches a height
(z) of 250 m, at which time equation (A22) is then used. The
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maximum w attained in the updraft is wmax. Once the parcel
reaches a level 75 m below cloud top, w is allowed to
change linearly from its current positive value, to a negative
value of the same magnitude, throughout the cloud top
residence time (tr). Last, a downdraft profile symmetric to
the updraft is used to transfer the parcel down to cloud base.
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